


Perform high level of quality in our services Deliver by a high qualified and expert team of work , who 
can deliver the proper mission in time , besides to our efforts  to keep a ready  stock of first level and 
the trustful products such like : Cisco , Panasonic , Ateis , toa , Wisi , Fibaro , and smart home , in 
addition to another well known brands which enable us to offer variety in choices and maintain the 
requsted level of quality .

Our Vision :
 to be the company that best understands 
costumer’s  requirements  and  satisfies  their 
needs by providing  smart solutions in simple and 
convenient way.

Our Mission :
to make our customers feel like partners of 
us by providing them with a comprehensive 
and integrated solutions at the highest level of 
quality.

Company Overview :
iSMART Technology LTD.  was established in 
2013 as a low current solutions provider , covers 
Kurdistan Province in Iraq state , specialized in 
providing , installing , and operating all low current 
Systems with all latest related technologies .
The company has grown and developed by keeping 
in touch with our suppliers and continuously 
updating our knowledge about their latest  
products .



Smart and Automation Solutions for Hotels , 
Offices , and Homes :
In the light of the technology spread worldwide  , we 
found that smart and automation systems exceeded the 
meaning of luxury and became as irreplaceable system 
which can guarantee new level of comfort life through 
the comprehensive controlling of every electric system 
such as lighting , air conditioning , shutters , curtains , 
TV , and sound systems , all of that can be done by using 
a small and nice shape wall pad or application on your 
Smartphone .

The Solutions that iSAMRT can provide :



Security Systems :
Nowadays all of industrial , commercial , and residential 
facilities require a multilevel of security. iSMART can 
provide an integrated solutions based on the activity of 
that facility and the required level of security , by using 
a high resolution cameras , Access Control devices 
(password , proximity card , finger print and face 
recognition ) and various type of sensors      ( motion , 
beam , and fence sensors ) so the clients can monitor , 
security and control all of their facilities from centralized 
control room and even by their smart phone .

Audio - Video communication solution for 
residential and commercial buildings :
iSMART has the most advanced IP communication system 
so there is no more requirement for security person at 
every entrance or exit in the complex with Audio - Video 
system can provide easy communication and Access 
Control feature for each residence to communicate with 
the guest who comes out of the complex or between the 
residents in the complex .

Early Detection of Fire : 
iSMART has the capability of providing the most 
convenient  Fire Alarm system for all type of facilities and 
whatever the size is , based on EN and UL standards using  
the early detection of fire will definitely decrease the bad 
consequences and damages if the proper action has been 
taken time the system has detected the fire .



Networking Systems & IP Communication Solution : 
ismart technology in coorporation with it’s giant partners can 
provide a tailored solution , whatever the size of project is.  
Cisco , HP , IP-Link and IP com is providing all necessarry 
hardware and support to accomplish any job . 

Industrial Solutions :
iSMART has always a ready stock material of cable tray 
in different sizes as well as the electric distribution panel 
and all types of low current cables (Fire Rated cable , Zero 
Halogen cable , Ethernet cable , Fiber Optic cable , and 
SMATV cable).

Entertainment Systems : 
Entertainment is taking a good part of our life after a long 
pressure and hard work day , iSMART can provide the 
following systems for home and residential buildings :
- Audio - Video System in a different options (Home 
theatre , sound system and public address ) for indoor and 
outdoor applications .
- Satellite System SMATV .
- Wireless Solutions specially to assure a  
full  coverage of WiFi signal in the active environment
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By choosing iSMART technology as a provider of the above mentioned solutions and systems you will 
never require to search for any other source since we approved through the last years that we are the 

specialist in this field of business in a professional way .


